
Businesses in the modern era focus on visual perception to organize, 
identify, and interpret images in a specified environment. For a long time, 
organizations utilized human vision to decipher images and fix issues. 
But it had its limitations. The human eye has visual stress that leads to miss 
identification and, in turn, causes many fatal accidents and injuries in organizations. 

Intelligent visual perception augments human capabilities and is being widely promoted in different 
industrial fields. AI-enabled Computer Vision has become an essential tool to deliver value in visual 
analysis for businesses such as product surface defect detection, intelligent agricultural production, 
intelligent driving, image synthesis, and event reconstruction. Computer Vision has a set of pre-defined 
AI models built on machine learning and deep learning capabilities. These models are embedded on 
edge devices and enable systems to identify, classify and analyze objects in real-time and sort them 
according to their attributes.

aiAURA SmartEye is an AI-enabled platform that helps to build, deploy, run and monitor Computer 
Vision applications on edge devices and understand images with enhanced accuracy. It provides 
businesses with a workspace on Edge and enables low-code model development, device management, 
deployment infrastructure, and analytics monitoring. The platform also supports post-production device 
performance monitoring and contains feedback loops to ensure accuracy improvements over time.



Easy Set-Up: Minimum hardware requirement 
and easy integration with existing cameras

Precise: Accurate analysis with exceptional 
performance

Highly Scalable: The number of users, devices, 
and applications can be tailored to the 
organization’s needs

Cloud & Hardware Agnostic: AI-ready storage/
compute integration

Business Processes Integration: Integrates 
Computer Vision into the regular business 
process to extract information from visual data

Visual Search & Training: Convolutional Neural 
Network trains large datasets to achieve high 
accuracy in visual classification

Edge & Cloud Analytics: Store a large amount of 
data at the Edge for real-time insights

ZERO-Short Learning: Automatic recognition of 
object attributes without labelling

Key Features Leverage aiAURA SmartEye for

Safety & Compliance
Accurately detect and flag all unsafe 
behaviors or safety hazards.

Monitor Construction
Monitors every detail of an ongoing 
construction project through visual 
data.

Analyze Medical Images
Aids healthcare professionals with 
medical imaging diagnosis, surgery, and 
health monitoring.

Workforce Operations
Monitor progress and have clear 
visibility of employee’s workday.

Quality Inspection
Detect manufacturing defects with 
precise and confident classification.

Asset Tracking
Auto-detect assets and improve 
efficiency.

Object Counting
Automated counting of objects on 
conveyor belts.
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aiAURA SmartEye includes



 Real-time visibility into day-to-day operations 
and increase accuracy by 99%

 Maintain 100% optimal use of all areas and 
equipment

 Optimize operational expenses and reduce 
costly on-site visits or excess physical resources

 Ensure zero defects in the production line

 An instant visual replay of all detected events 
allows employees to review errors and be 
trained

 Ensure a safe and secure environment through 
continuous monitoring and automated flagging

Business Value

Faster Time to Result
Carries out monotonous, repetitive tasks 
faster, making the entire process simpler

Process Automation
Automates operations with high quality 
and accuracy

Real-Time Quality Assurance
Provides high-quality image processing 
capabilities in real-time

Cost Reduction
Minimizes errors and faulty products or 
services and reduces costs

Benefits

Build AI-Enabled Computer Vision Applications:
Build applications that can recognize, classify, and 
detect diverse images and videos.

Data Annotation:
Get the best-in-class quality services in data 
annotation through multiple auditing and reviewing 
of labeled data.

Deploy Applications to Devices:
Deploy applications on intelligent edge devices 
connected to cameras and gather data in real-time.

Monitor Performance:
Collect metrics from edge to cloud and analyze 
business data and key performance indicators.                 

aiAURA SmartEye platform allows you to 

Sign up
 for two weeks free POC 

and realize the outstanding 
outcomes of aiAURA SmartEye



Aurasuite.ai is an enterprise AI 
ecosystem, offering several ready-to-
use solutions and products to help 
businesses leverage valuable insights 
from their data for innovation and 
growth.

Established in 2005, MOURI Tech is a trusted Global Enterprise Solutions Provider that helps clients 
transform into intelligent and resilient enterprises. Its diverse customer portfolio includes Fortune 500 
and top public sector multinational organizations.

MOURI Tech offers Business and IT Consulting, Outsourcing, and Engineering Services. It provides best-
in-class IT products (including USPTO approved Patent) and leverages its proprietary methodology 
and accelerators to cater to the business needs of future-forward organizations.

About MOURI Tech

Take forward your digital transformation 
journey with aiAURA SmartEye.

www.mouritech.com/contact-us
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Focused services
  Enterprise Solutions

  Digital Transformation

  Infrastructure & Cloud Solutions

  Emerging Technologies

  Managed Services

  Systems Integration

  Business Process Services

  Engineering Services

  Intelligent Quality Engineering

Industry segments 
Automotive | Chemicals | Insurance 
Banking & Financial Services 
Construction & Real Estate | CPG 
Food Processing | Hi-Tech | Oil & Gas
Retail | Manufacturing & Logistics 
Media & Entertainment | Life Sciences 
Telecommunication | Hospitality 
Travel & Transportation

Global Presence

AUSTRALIA  |  CANADA  |  GERMANY  |  INDIA  |  S. AFRICA  |  UAE  |  UK  |  USA

info@aurasuite.aiwww.aurasuite.ai

+1-469-412-2716


